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Fluid Behavior is both Complex and Familiar

“Smoke” or Streaklines

757 Trailing Vortices

Kelvin-Helmholtz Roll-Ups

Rishiri-to Island

Sandy



Fluid Behavior is both Important and Very Well Measured
http://vortex.plymouth.edu/

http://vortex.plymouth.edu


Fluid Behavior and Art

The Great Wave off Kanagawa
Starry Night



What is a Fluid?
• Fluid mechanics is continuum mechanics.


• A fluid cannot maintain shear stress 
without “flowing”.


• Includes: liquid, gas, plasma, and 
mixtures



Fluid Physics History
• Archmedes (285-212 B.C.) formulated the laws of buoyancy 

• Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) derived the equation of conservation of mass in one-dimensional steady 
flow 

• Edme Mariotte (1620-1684), built the first wind tunnel 

• Isaac Newton (1642-1727) postulated his laws of motion and the law of viscosity of the linear fluids now 
called newtonian 

• Euler developed both the differential equations of motion and their integrated form, now called the 
Bernoulli equation 

• Lord Rayleigh (1842-1919) proposed the technique of dimensional analysis 

• Osborne Reynolds (1842-1912) published the classic pipe experiment in 1883 which showed the 
importance of the dimensionless Reynolds number 

• Viscous-flow theory was available but unexploited since Navier (1785-1836) and Stokes (1819-1903) had 
successfully added the newtonian viscous terms to the governing equations of motion. Unfortunately, the 
resulting Navier-Stokes equations were too difficult to analyze for arbitrary flows. 

➡ In 1904, a German engineer, Ludwig Prandtl (1875-1953), published perhaps the most important paper 
ever written on fluid mechanics. Prandtl pointed out that fluid flows with small viscosity (water and air 
flows) can be divided into a thin viscous layer, or boundary layer, near solid surfaces and interfaces, 
patched onto a nearly inviscid outer layer, where the Euler and Bernoulli equations apply. 



Today’s Lecture: Quick Introductions

• Hydrostatics


• Equations of motion 
and the convective 
derivative


• Steady flow and 
Bernoulli’s Theorem 

Daniel Bernoulli 
1700-1782



Hydrostatics



Example: Water in a Tank, Lake, Sea, Ocean



New Sphere in Exploring the Abyss 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 
Published: August 25, 2008 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/b/william_j_broad/index.html?inline=nyt-per


Alvin can transport a pilot and two scientists down 2.8 miles, providing access to 62 percent of 
the dark seabed. The new vehicle is expected to descend more than four miles, 
opening 99 percent of the ocean floor to inquiry. But the greater depth means that the vehicle’s 
personnel sphere and its many other systems will face added tons of crushing pressure.



Alvin comes home
Published: 
August 29, 2014 11:00AM

The $41 million worth of improvements to the 
submersible Alvin include a new titanium 
sphere to carry researchers more than 21,000 
feet below sea level, five viewing windows and 
improved buoyancy, lighting and imaging.

Alvin's along for the ride on Atlantis, 
although it won't be going underwater this 
time. 
!
The Alvin, one of the most technologically 
advanced underwater robots in the world, is 
kicking back for the current voyage aboard the 
Atlantis. 

But the 50-year-old submersible robot, owned 
by the U.S. Navy and operated by Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute, is more capable than 
ever after a three-year, $41 million upgrade.



What is the net pressure force on a 
small cube of water?



Hydrostatics is the condition of 
vanishing of the total force



Numbers & Units



Hydrostatics in the Atmosphere



Adiabatic & Isentropic



Isentropic Atmosphere

T



Fluid Equations of Motion

Joseph Boussinesq

1842-1929 



Fluid Continuity 
(Conservation of Mass)



Newton’s Law for a Fluid Element



Vorticity and Definitions



Bernoulli’s Principle



Visualizing Fluid Flow



Flow at a Corner



Boundary Conditions



Solution Using Velocity Potential 
(and Streamlines)



Solution Using Streamfunction



What is the Pressure Along the Corner?



Rotating Cylinder

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/cyl.html

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/cyl.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/cyl.html


Flow 
Around 

a 
Cylinder 

(See Ch. 6-9)



Velocity Potential Solution



What is the Pressure at the Surface of 
the Cylinder?



A Solution with Circulation

ϕ



Equations for Incompressible and 
Irrotational Flow are Linear



Add Circulation to Flow



Summary

• Hydrostatics


• Equations of motion and the convective derivative


• Steady flow and Bernoulli’s Theorem 


• Next Lecture:


• Vectors and Tensors; Surfaces and Volumes


